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The physical evidence is the base-line

of an accident reconstruction.



“Probable initial contact point”



“Probable initial contact point”



The traffic accident document



The traffic accident document



“Probable initial contact point”



The accident scene diagram 



Topographic image of an accident location



Topographic image of an accident location to scale



The accident scene as drawn by the traffic police



An image that will surely give the wrong impression
(see what I mean?!)



Other documents that can be used but are never used in Greece 

since they are not mandatory by the Greek traffic law



General vehicle examination



Vehicle collision damage record 



Vehicle collision damage record (depth of crush)
This is a very important measurement in order to evaluate the Energy Equivalent Speed  

(EES) that created the crush (using relevant stiffness coefficients).



Motor vehicle lamp examination record #1



Motor vehicle lamp examination record #2



Photos of bulbs that show if lights were on or off during accidents



Tire examination record 



Tire and wheel abnormalities



Coefficient of friction



document 252 of the traffic police that can be used in order to correlate braking or sliding 
distance to initial speed



Northwestern Traffic Institute template



Perception and reaction time



Distance travelled in one (1) second



Total distance travelled



Example #1 of an accident simulation
An accident simulation can depict the relevant positions of the involved vehicles and can 

be very helpful for the comprehension of pre accident actions of the vehicle’s  drivers



Example #2 of an accident simulation
An accident simulation can depict the relevant positions of the involved vehicles and can 

be very helpful for the comprehension of pre accident actions of the vehicle’s  drivers



Medical Forensic examination of humans involved in an accident



Example of an injury sketch 



A quick statistic

In Greece in 2022 there were 12.000 accidents

which is an average of 32 accidents per day

Overall, in 2022, in these accidents:

635 people died

636 people were seriously injured

and 12.553 people were lightly inured



The way ahead

1. All accident reconstruction can be simulated by the use of
software. The most commonly used in Europe is PC CRASH. To our

opinion, the use of reconstruction software must be compulsory.

2. Evidence can be mined from the CPU of various computers that

are on board of vehicles. The most serious CPU is the CPU that
controls the airbag. At the CPU, we can read the time between the

start of the braking and the deployment of the airbag or the

deployment of the seat pretensioners. In this way we can safely use

the logged time to any accident reconstruction. In order to read the

CPU there are special instruments that can be used on most
vehicles. Especially at electrically powered vehicles, everything is

logged.



Point to remember

Always appoint a technical advisor at the 

soonest possible time after an accident. 

This is a must for all types of accidents 
including traffic accidents and is valid 

worldwide in all countries.
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Thank you very much for your attention


